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Abstract | Online reviews in booking sites in�uence the choice of a hotel by future guests. Several

hotel attributes are mentioned in online comments, but breakfast is rarely addressed. The purpose of

this research is to analyse the importance that European hotel customers give to breakfast when cho-

osing a hotel. For this purpose, online comments in TripAdvisor platform (n=1120) from customers

searching for 4- and 5-stars hotels in European capitals were assessed. The hotels (n=112) were se-

lected according to their rate in TripAdvisor (2 high-rank and 2 low-rank per capital). More than half

of the comments include a reference to breakfast, being 66% positive and 56% addressing a speci�c

dimension. References to breakfast and positive remarks are more frequent among women (p<0.001).

Positive comments are more frequent on the high-rank hotels and negative comments on the low-rank

hotels (p<0.001). No di�erences were found considering the aim/type of travel. Hotel managers should

consider breakfast as an important factor that their customers' comment and publish about in booking

platforms. Importantly, a description in the hotel website and eventually other platforms may positively

in�uence tourists' comments and ultimately the rank of the hotel on booking sites, and therefore impact

customers' perception of the quality of the hotel. Other studies should consider determining managers'

and visitors' perspectives regarding these �ndings.
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1. Introduction

The technological evolution has brought Web

2.0 causing signi�cant changes for Internet users,

creating conditions for the emerging of new servi-

ces and social networks and bringing a great ad-

vance for information technologies. Users began

to buy online and to interact with each other, cre-

ating networks of consumers to exchange informa-

tion at all stages of the process of acquiring go-

ods and services. As a consequence, such acti-

vities have increased con�dence in some services

whereas declining for others (Ogut & Tas, 2012;

Filieri & McLeay, 2013). For consumers, the pro-

cess of exchanging experiences brings important

advantages while, for suppliers, the great bene�t

of knowing customers' pro�le with their exposure

in social networks can be easily inverted into poor

evaluations of their products or services with se-

vere economic consequences (Khoo, et al., 2017;

Kandampully & Suhartanto, 2000; Chan et al.,

2015). Silveiro, Eusébio and Teixeira (2020) con-

�rmed the growth of the use of the Internet to do

online complaints or bad reviews of tourism ser-

vices. In tourism, namely in the hotel industry,

online booking platforms have been increasingly

used. In 2019, TrekkSoft demonstrated that 44%

of French, 42% of English and 39% of German

tourists make their accommodation reservations

through mobile phones and that more than 70%

(vs 41% in 2015) of American travellers always

use their mobile phones when travelling. Users of

these reservation sites can expect an added value

as they are exposed to comments from guests who

have already used the services, which greatly fa-

cilitates the process of booking accommodation.

Again, if we consider the hotels' perspective, if ne-

gative comments can worse their results, access to

the comments of the guests and know their pro-

�le, for example, age, preference, the motivation

of the trip, among others, is a di�erential for self-

evaluation of the hotel and investments in certain

areas (Zhang & Verma, 2017; Ha & Jang, 2010).

According to Ögüt and Ta³ (2012), the scores of

the ratings attributed to the online reviews are di-

rectly related to the increase of online reservations

- 1% increase in those scores increases the reserves

by 2.68% in Paris and 2.62% in London.

There are several types of comments made by

guests and various services and products evalua-

ted in the booking sites. In some cases, comments

generate speci�c scores for certain attributes that

create a global score for the hotel. Even though

breakfast is rarely the object of scienti�c studies

in the hospitality �eld as a potential factor in�u-

encing the clients' choice for accommodation, na-

mely in the East of Europe (Leite-Pereira et al.,

2019), it seems to be cited by sales sites, as the

�rst and second most relevant criteria, respectively

(Hotels.com, 2013 & Hospitalitynet.org, 2015, cit

in Kucukusta, 2017, p.6).

Therefore, due to this inconsistency between

formal research and the dynamics of online des-

criptions, the purpose of this paper is to evaluate

the rate of online comments in TripAdvisor about

breakfast by customers visiting 4 and 5-star hotels,

to identify the guests and hotels pro�le, and which

dimensions are more frequently referred to in these

comments.

2. Literature Review

2.1. The internet, tourism and hotels

The Internet represents a resource for diverse

areas and its evolution and applicability brings ad-

ditional challenges to businesses. With the enhan-

cement of Web 2.0, customers were able to in-

teract virtually through the same platforms and

social networks, where they exchange information

and experiences about goods, services and purcha-

ses, allowing a new interaction between customers

and the progressive increase of electronic com-

merce (Ogut & Tas, 2012; Filieri & McLeay, 2013).
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Digital platforms are increasingly relevant in in�u-

encing consumer behaviour and in creating relati-

onships with consumers, which demands a growing

awareness in tourism communication (Mendes &

Teixeira, 2019). On one hand, for consumers,

with the opportunity to exchange of information,

e-commerce is more reliable as it allows access to

online assessments but, businesses need to take

more precautions to listen and to serve customers.

On the other hand, the provider is able to know

the pro�le of the consumers and thus is provided

with the necessary information to meet them and

to make pro�ts before the competition.

Tourism is also encompassed by social

networks, in�uencing people, and being in�uenced

by them. The hotel industry according to Ogut

and Tas (2012) was a pioneering industry in the

use of e-commerce, when launching sales online.

However, withdrawal from online shopping is the

fact that the consumer does not know beforehand

what to purchase (Wong, 2015; Zhang & Verma,

2017).

By booking accommodation, a future guest

that in the past could only base his choice by explo-

ring hotels' websites or by following travel agencies

or friends, can nowadays look for diverse options

in booking sites that include comments from their

customers who have already bene�ted from the

services from those hotels and left their opinions,

positive or not, triggering e-WOM (electronic word

of mouth).

2.2. Impact of online evaluations in the choice

of accommodation

After using a service � in this case, guests com-

ment diverse features of their stay, either positively

or negatively. With the increase of online reser-

vations, online comments are also increasing the

exposition of hotels and hospitality on the web.

Some authors have previously analysed online

reviews in the hotel industry, such as Filieri and

McLeay (2013) and Gretzel and Yoo (2008). That

type of comments has become the new word-of-

mouth (WOM), or more accurately, the e-WOM

(electronic word-of-mouth). If the WOM has

always in�uenced the purchase of a hotel, allowing

that those aiming at using a service to have access

to previous users and their experiences with the ob-

vious advantages, in addition to bringing credibility

to the destination, the e-WOM enables the descrip-

tions of those experiences to be shared by everyone

through the internet (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004;

Zhou et al., 2014, Abubakar et al., 2017). Thus,

even if di�erent media are used, the consequences

of WOM and e-WOM are the same for the consu-

mer.

Freitas (2017) demonstrated that 60% of users

consulted other customers' comments before ma-

king a decision. Mack et al. (2008) conclu-

ded that WOM is the most reliable information

pre-purchase, and Gretzel and Yoo (2008) found

that 90% of participants review online assessments

when they are planning their trip. Moreover, on-

line comments can change consumers opinion by

33%.

Online assessments depend on the level of

users' satisfaction with the expected consequences

for future consumers. A positive comment is only

disclosed if the consumer was very satis�ed and

wants to recommend the product, but a negative

comment comes from any kind of dissatisfaction as

described by Sparks and Browning (2011) and by

Guerreiro and Rita (2019). Moreover, the very po-

sitive or very negative characteristics of a product's

consumption are easier to be exposed in the con-

sumer's memory for a longer time (Casalo et al.,

2015; Chevalier & Mayzlin, 2006). Importantly,

the credibility of the site is also very relevant as in-

formation to consider. Park et al. (2007) and Wi-

ner and Fader (2016) veri�ed that websites, such

as TripAdvisor and Booking.com, are reliable to

users' eyes unlike the websites of the hotels. This

can be explained through the information made by

individuals who have already experienced the ser-
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vice and publish it as information, thus reducing

the risk of the purchase, awaiting future custo-

mers' better perceptions of the services.

2.3. Breakfast as an attribute for choosing

accommodation

One of the advantages of accessing online com-

ments is the amount of information that it brings.

Because it is a virtual environment, online chan-

nels display many comments that facilitate deci-

sion making. As a consequence, by comparing

comments that may present di�erent perspecti-

ves, customers have the chance to choose those

that may increase their satisfaction. According to

Zhang and Verma (2017), hoteliers should, there-

fore, focus on the operational areas that are fre-

quent in online comments (and in�uential), namely

regarding the quality of service and room, such as

appropriately friendly service throughout the pro-

perty, as well as the quality of beds ensuring a good

night's sleep for the guest. For Ady and Quadri-

Felitti (2015), attributes that exert more in�uence

on clients when it comes to booking a hotel are

the room itself, breakfast, service, Wi-Fi, catering,

cleaning and comfort. Also, these authors reported

that when a hotel is among the guests' favourites,

the managers of that unit focus the strategy on the

noted interest of consumers so that they continue

to choose their hotels.

Indeed, over the years, the tourism industry

has witnessed a variety of economic, political, and

emotional changes as well as a change in the pro-

�le of travellers. The new trends create new ex-

pectations for the tourist, demanding for diversi�-

cation in tourism o�erings, structures and services,

and adaptation to new markets. Among them is

a search for memorable experiences, quality ser-

vices, health and wellness tourism including the

concern with wellbeing and consequently, with the

diet (Otto & Ritchie, 2000).

Breakfast becomes even more important when

discussing tourism and travelling. In fact, guests

can have at least breakfast with the certainty that

they can compensate for the potential lack of or

unknown quality of meals during the rest of the

day. Even though this can be generalized, this is

far more important when families travel with chil-

dren. Thus, the inclusion of breakfast in hotels

daily rates should be considered an important and

competitive management decision.

2.4. Hypotheses

Bearing in mind the �ndings of the reviewed

studies, the following hypothesis are advanced:

H1: Breakfast is cited in online reviews

H2: Guests' gender in�uences the relevance

given to breakfast

H3: Travel motivations in�uence the rele-

vance given to breakfast

H4: The location of hotels determines the

references to breakfast by hosts

H5: The categories of hotels (stars and ran-

kings) determine the references to breakfast

by hosts

H6: Hotels' websites that include breakfast

have more citations in booking platforms

3. Methods

3.1. The choice of the online platform

TripAdvisor is currently the biggest travel site

allowing access to more than 7.7 million ho-

tels/companies and also presenting information

about �ights, diverse tourism information and tips

about food services. Thus, this site o�ers a com-

plete information package that makes life easier for
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tourists whenever choosing a destination (Amaral

et al., 2017).

TripAdvisor contains more than 661 million on-

line reviews covering a wider selection of worldwide

travel ads, including shops, new businesses, expe-

riences and restaurants, as well as a larger travel

community consisting of an average of 456 million

monthly visitors (TripAdvisor, 2019a). The way of

using the site also attracts users. TripAdvisor has

a grati�cation - "virtual medals"for the most ac-

tive users, that is, those who post more opinions.

Users become more popular on the site and more

reliable to other users looking for accommodations.

And, when a user marks a speci�c comment as re-

levant for his/her choice, it increases the former

user rank. This form of awards motivates users

and places TripAdvisor (da Silva Freitas, 2017) as

the �rst option for travellers.

TripAdvisor visitors use a Likert scale 1 = "Ter-

rible", 2 = "Bad", 3 = "Medium", 4 = "Very

Good"and 5 = "Excellent"(TripAdvisor, 2019b) to

rank hotels that have been visited before (Khoo

et al., 2017). Despite the di�erence in sectors,

TripAdvisor's main objective is to respond to user

comments, but it also allows hospitality managers

to answer them without the chance to exclude or

modify them. Thus, TripAdvisor is also the online

booking site most highly ranked in the hospitality

industry (Connor, 2010). Bearing this in mind, Tri-

padvisor's comments were selected in the context

of this study.

3.2. Selection of comments

Using the TripAdvisor platform, between May

18th and June 2nd, 2019, 1120 online reviews were

screened. Both 4 and 5-star hotels (two of each)

located in the 28 capitals of the European Union

were selected (Poater & Garriga, 2009; Baldassin

et al., 2017) (see Appendix). TripAdvisor ranking

was used to select 2 high/top-ranked hotels and 2

low ranked hotels from each capital (in both cases,

one of 4 stars and one of 5 stars). According to da

Silva Freitas (2017), who reports that users of bo-

oking sites prioritize the most recent instead of the

total list of comments or the older, from each ho-

tel the 10 most recent comments were considered

- 5 from those visitors travelling for business or re-

ferring to be single and 5 from those with families

or couples.

3.3. Study variables

Each comment was analysed separately if:

a) breakfast was referred

b) a positive or negative comment was made,

and

c) a speci�c dimension was mentioned (di-

versity, quality, . . . ) (see Table 1).

Guests variables were, as stated before:

a) their aim for travelling (business/single vs

family/couple)

b) and whenever possible, the gender. To

note that neither age, origin or any other

details can be determined by addressing Tri-

pAdvisor's comments and gender is only pos-

sible to de�ne when stated.

Hotels' variables were:

a) 4 vs 5* stars

b) top vs low-rank (as described above)

c) location and

d) if the websites had reference to breakfast

(description and/or images).

European capitals were studied according to

Poater and Garriga (2009) and Baldassin et al.

(2017) and further grouped in Southern Europe
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for Athens, Lisbon, Madrid, Nicosia, Rome or Va-

letta; Eastern Europe for Budapest, Prague, So-

�a, Warsaw, Zagreb, Bratislava, Bucharest, Lub-

jiliana; Norther Europe for Copenhagen, Helsinki,

Riga, Tallin, Stockholm e Vilnius; and Occidental

Europe for Amsterdam, Berlin, Brussels, Dublin,

Luxembourg, Paris and Vienna.

Table 1 | Examples of comments* and their classi�cation as positive vs negative and described dimensions

* original citations were in Portuguese

3.4. Statistical analysis

Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)

was used for database construction. The sample

size was estimated for the primary aim (to deter-

mine the frequency of reports to breakfast in on-

line comments) according to di�erent scores (stars,

TripAdvisor) and travel's aim. Absolute and rela-

tive frequencies (percentages) were used, and Chi-

square tests were computed to determine di�eren-

ces between variables with 0.05 as the level of sig-

ni�cance.

4. Results

4.1. Participants

Among the 112 hotels, and according to the

de�ned methodology, 50% of hotels are 5 stars,

50% are high rank for TripAdvisor and 50% of com-

ments came from families/couples. Whenever pos-

sible to determine, 374 are men and 420 women,

among the 1120 guests providing the comments.

Of the 112 hotels, 24 are located in Southern, 24

in Northern, 32 in Occidental and 32 in Eastern

Europe.
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4.2. The presence of breakfast in online revi-

ews

Fifty-six per cent (n=632) of the 1120 reviews

refer to breakfast in their comments which allows

validating H1 (Breakfast is cited in online reviews).

Remarks to breakfast are more frequent among

women (69% vs 52% in men, p<0.001), validating

H2 (Guests' gender in�uences the relevance given

to breakfast). No di�erences are found considering

the aim/type of travel with 59% vs 54% of fa-

mily/couples vs business/single travellers referring

to breakfast in TripAdvisor comments (p=0.134)

which does not allow to con�rm H3 (Travel moti-

vations in�uence the relevance given to breakfast).

Table 2 | Global frequency, type (positive/negative) and reference to a dimension according to guest and hotel's characteristics

Hotels in Northern Europe (68%) are most fre-

quently published in conjunction with Western Eu-

rope (45%). Signi�cant statistical di�erences are

found when analysing the frequency of publication

and the location of hotels (p<0.001), which va-

lidates H4 (The location of hotels determine the

references to breakfast by hosts).

Sixty-three per cent of the comments on 4-

stars hotels include breakfast (vs 50% in 5-stars).

Also, a di�erence is noticeable between hotels of

high vs low-rank, 60% vs 53% (p<0.001). These

observations con�rm H5 (The categories of hotels

(stars and rankings) determine the references to

breakfast by hosts) (Table 2).

4.3. Directionality of comments and dimensi-

ons analysed

Sixty-six per cent of comments were positive

and with 56% addressing a speci�c dimension of

breakfast. Again, women made positive remarks

more frequently (66% vs 49%, p<0.001, respecti-

vely). Positive comments are more frequent on the

high-rank hotels (97 vs 32%) and negative com-

ments on the low-rank hotels (68 vs 3%, p<0.001).

Diversity is the main dimension noted in posi-

tive high-ranked hotels whereas quality is the fac-

tor most often referred to as negative in low-rank

hotels. (table 3).
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Table 3 | Frequencies of dimensions referred by guests when referring to breakfast according to guest and hotel's characteristics.

4.4. Relation to hotel website

In what concerns the hotels' website, descrip-

tive texts (n=18), photos (n=8) or both (n=10)

were found in 30% of them (n=36). Four of

these also included guest comments to break-

fast. Guests staying at the hotels with descripti-

ons/photos in their website (vs guests visiting ho-

tels without them) represent a higher rate (61%

vs 54%, p=0.055) and the comments in TripAd-

visor are signi�cantly more positive (75% vs 61%,

p<0.001) (Figure 1). This con�rms H6 (Hotels'

websites that include breakfast have more citati-

ons in booking platforms).

Figure 1 | Frequency of comments to breakfast in TripAdvisor and its direction (positive vs negative) according to the presence of
breakfast reference in Hotels' websites. Among the hotels which website presents either picture and/or descriptions, 61% of visitors

make comments in TripAdvisor vs 54% of those visiting hotels with no citation to breakfast in their website (p=0,055). When
comparing if the comments were positive or negative, a signi�cant di�erence is noted with more positive comments among those

with breakfast citations on their website (p<0.001).
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5. Discussion

The internet facilitated and increased commu-

nication, the exchange of information, exposure

and discussion of ideas and opinions. It brings

value for both consumers and suppliers because

relevant information is exposed, they can analyse

previous experiences and take advantage of the im-

mense content the web provides. In his research,

Trend (2013) found that more than 80% of users

search online content about their holidays.

The hospitality industry greatly bene�ts from

this exchange of information online. While on one

hand, hotel managers can meet their guests and

tailor their services, consumers exchange informa-

tion about experiences and try to choose them ac-

cording to their pro�le.

This work measured the relevance of breakfast

in online guest comments on hotel sales platforms.

In the case of TripAdvisor, it is found that more

than half of European hotel guests' comments re-

fer to breakfast.

To our knowledge, studies analysing the im-

portance of breakfast in hotels for this population

had not yet been made (Leite-Pereira et al., 2019).

All the hypotheses re con�rmed except the relation

between comments and travel motivations.

The study also demonstrated that the majority

of women make the majority of comments, positive

and with more reference to the attributes, which

con�rms the studies of Grunert and Wills (2007)

and Siro et al. (2008) that mention women as

being more interested in food issues and nutrition.

This study also found a signi�cant di�erence in

the number of comments between northern Eu-

rope and the remaining regions, as also identi-

�ed by Grunert and Wills (2007), which reports

that Nordic countries have more interest in food-

related information. There is a signi�cant di�e-

rence between the type of reviews between the best

and the worst hotels. The online reviews of the

best hotels are mostly positive (almost 3 times)

contrary to the worst hotels, which is expected.

However, it has also been found that the reviews

of the worst hotels cite the majority of dimensions,

i.e. in addition to the dissatisfaction with break-

fast, guests describe speci�cally what went wrong

with the experience.

6. Conclusion

As far as we know our study is the �rst to

access breakfast in this population. We concluded

that more than half of the guests make online com-

ments about breakfast, which shows the relevance

of this meal in a hotel establishment, demonstra-

ting that breakfast is an important dimension when

choosing a hotel.

A potential limitation of the study is the fact

that only one platform was considered for the

analysis. However, the chosen sales platform, as

it does not refer to breakfast characteristics of the

hotels, may be a plus concerning the in�uence that

these comments could have on the guests. More-

over, it was also veri�ed that few hotel websites

describe breakfast, but those who mention it have

a higher number of positive comments regarding

that meal, which may indicate that when portrayed

on the site, the hotel should pay more attention to

the quality of the breakfast served, leading to grea-

ter satisfaction of their guests. A second limitation

is the limited pro�ling of guests. The extracted

comments are only identi�ed with the name and

email of the guests; however, nicknames are of-

ten used, and it is not always possible to identify

the user's gender. Age and other personal data

are also not disclosed and therefore not included

in this work. Nonetheless, the sample was strati-

�ed by choosing guests visiting di�erent types of

hotels (based on stars ranking system and TripAd-

visor own system) and aim of travel. Except for

the TripAdvisor ranking system, di�erences were

not found even though we are using large sample.

This study contributes to making hotel mana-
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gers aware that breakfast is a meal highly valued by

guests, to which must be given special importance

regarding its quality. Namely, attention to the qua-

lity of the service and of the products served, as

well as other attributes involved should be con-

sidered to satisfy customers' expectations. Good

online reviews and, consequently, good ratings on

hotel sales sites may increase its rating and in-

�uence the choices of future guests. Future stu-

dies should consider other hotel sales platforms,

di�erent populations or categories of hotels and

inns. Once con�rmed the importance of breakfast

in the selection of the hotel, a larger survey ba-

sed on a questionnaire applied to hotels' guests in-

cluding socio-demographic variables and aimed at

identifying the speci�c features of breakfast that

is most valued appears to be an interesting and

complementary topic of research.
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Appendix: List of hotels assessed


